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Summary 

Emergen-C solidified its position as the #1 immune support brand driven by the 
Ogilvy-winning Making Healthy Contagious campaign of 2014, but soon after the 
brand was at a pivot point. It needed a path forward to continue its strong 
momentum and that required a bold strategy -- transforming Emergen-C from a 
seasonal brand into an everyday wellness brand. However, there were hurdles to 
overcome. Emergen-C was long perceived as a Vitamin-C product that consumers 
turn to during the cold season. To succeed required motivating consumers to 
change their deeply ingrained brand beliefs and behavior. An exhaustive research 
process uncovered the insight that allowed us to break out of the season - that 
year-round consumers were unconsciously turning to Emergen-C for the 
empowerment to be their best self every day. This powerful insight was the basis 
for the ground-breaking, omni-channel campaign, Emerge & See which drove 
record high sales and marketing ROIs, a significant increase in desired consumer 
behavior, new product innovations, and sparked a successful repositioning of the 
Emergen-C brand. 

The irrefutable consumer insight: My environment leaves me physically and 
emotionally vulnerable, and I want to be empowered to be my best self. 

 

Marketing Challenge 



In 2012, Pfizer Consumer Healthcare acquired the Emergen-C brand. In two short 
years, the company aggressively grew the brand driven by the 2013/2014 
campaign, Making Healthy Contagious. The insights work that inspired this 
campaign was the recipient of two gold Ogilvy awards in 2015, as it solidified 
Emergen-C’s position as the #1 Immune Support brand in the U.S. That was 
Chapter One in the brand’s story. Now the brand was ready for Chapter Two. 

The marketing challenge before Emergen-C was straightforward, yet daunting. In 
order for the brand to continue its trajectory of growth, it had to aspire higher than 
seasonal immune support and we set our sights high -- Emergen-C had to 
transform itself into an everyday wellness brand. However, Emergen-C has long 
been perceived as a Vitamin-C product that consumers turn to when they or those 
around them are feeling sick. This meant we had to break longstanding beliefs and 
shift the paradigm for a very problem/solution-oriented brand whose brand benefits 
were tied to a specific season and competitive set. It required motivating 
consumers to change their behavior and consider the brand for use year-round and 
to do this, we had to elevate the conversation above immune support to unlock the 
brand’s full potential. 

 

Methodology 

Research was integral during all stages of the campaign development process. The 
journey began with a previous segmentation study that identified a small pocket of 
heavy, year-round Emergen-C users and building from there, the team uncovered 
the following: 

 From a semiotics study, we learned that the brand name Emergen-C is not 
congruent with year-round, routine usage and is a potential barrier. 

 From consumer immersions, we discovered that year-round users have 
difficulty articulating the brand’s benefits beyond seasonal immune support. 

The breakthrough came in the course of in-depth, one-on-one interviews with year-
round users. Utilizing a variety of projective techniques, we learned that there are 
unconscious motivators that trigger routine use, specifically: 

 Consumers’ environments make them feel vulnerable both physically and 
emotionally. Emergen-C empowers them to be in control of themselves and 
their day. 

Through this work we learned how to effectively communicate that the brand was 
more than just Vitamin-C by tying it to the deep, emotional benefit of 
empowerment. Further, this benefit was universal, yet compelling enough to allow 
Emergen-C to extend its equity through new product innovation into other wellness 
areas. These insights were crucial in setting the stage for the transformation from 
seasonal immune support to daily wellness brand and without employing this 
unique methodology, they would not have been realized. 



Executions from the winning campaign idea were screened and optimized in quant-
qual. Several scored above-average, validating our broad consumer permission to 
elevate the brand conversation above functional immune support. But one stood 
out particularly in its ability to drive year-round usage consideration: Emerge & 
See. It exceeded both vendor benchmarks and internal action standards in 
quantitative validation. In addition, it achieved the highest breakthrough score of all 
of the spots ever tested on the brand. 

 

Creative Execution  

The Emerge & See television execution is the centerpiece of the campaign and its 
look and feel is a complete departure from any advertising the brand had ever 
aired. It features young, active people dramatically breaking through or emerging 
from plumes of powder. Based on the learnings from the research, the voice-over 
highlights everyday benefits: “Emerge restored, fortified, and replenished.” We then 
see the Emergen-C powder transforming as it hits the glass of water, while 
consumers are encouraged to “Emerge every day with Emergen-C”. The visual 
powder device with its vibrant colors is arresting and coupled with the inspirational 
Emerge message, conveys the ideas of empowerment and being your best self. 

Strong branding is evident throughout from the showcasing of the brand’s unique 
powder form and its variety of flavors, to the play on the brand name.  These 
elements were seeded into other marketing levers such as print, digital, FSI and in-
store, to create a powerful, 360 communications platform. 

 

Business Result 

The Emerge & See campaign has been a very successful start in Emergen-C’s 
transformation from seasonal, immune support brand to everyday wellness brand.  

At the end of the 2017 season, the brand experienced remarkable results across 
numerous performance metrics: 

 Record high dollar sales: Emergen-C experienced impressive in-market 
results, growing +13% and resulting in record high sales for the brand.   

 Record high dollar share: The brand strengthened its leadership in the 
category, gaining +1.1 points to reach an all-time high dollar share. 

 Record high ROIs: Marketing mix analysis showed the Emerge & See 
campaign resulted in record-high ROIs in television (125 index vs. previous 
campaign), print (135), and digital display (133) for Emergen-C.   

 Increased brand salience: Brand tracking showed significant increases in 
salience -- top-of-mind awareness (120 index vs. year ago) and un-aided 
awareness (120). 



 Increased advertising awareness: (108 index), as well as, above-average in-
market advertising scores on brand linkage, memorability, enjoyability, new-
news, and purchase intent vs. vendor benchmarks. 

 The brand experienced significant increases in already strong scores on key 
imagery attributes of brand trust (107 index), relevance (107), and efficacy 
(112) measured in brand tracking.   

However, most importantly, we changed consumer perceptions and 
behavior: 

 New benefits attracted new users to the category: Panel data revealed that 
1.2 million new households purchased the brand (116 index) and of those, 
60% were new to the category. 

 Increased Year-Round Brand Imagery: There was a significant increase in the 
attribute, Is Great to Use All Year-Round (108 index). 

 Increased Stated Year-Round Usage: Stated consumer year-round usage 
increased significantly (120 index) and continues to grow. 

The Emerge & See campaign is the creative foundation that Emergen-C is utilizing 
as it continues its transformation. In April 2017, we extended the brand’s equity 
into two new wellness categories with the launch of Emergen-C Energy+ and 
Emergen-C Hydration+TM under the Emerge & See campaign. Not only did our 
insights fuel a very successful creative, it drove new product innovation as well. 


